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If you have questions or comments about the Five Domains of Wellbeing, please contact the Full Frame Initiative: learn-more@fullframeinitiative.org or (413) 773-3400. To learn more about trauma informed care, please visit: http://dmh.mo.gov/trauma/.

If you find this resource helpful, please feel free to share it with others. We are interested in hearing how you are using this material in your work, so please let us know how it goes: childwelfare@fullframeinitiative.org and patsy.carter@dmh.mo.gov.
TRÁUMA INFORMED PATHWAYS TO THE FIVE DOMAINS OF WELLBEING

Missouri’s Children’s Division is creating a new foundation to shape the work of preventing child abuse and assisting children and families that have experienced child abuse and neglect. The framework of the Five Domains of Wellbeing is being used to promote a universal perspective that identifies the core functions of Social Connectedness, Stability, Safety, Mastery and Meaningful Access to Relevant Resources. These domains are critical for all people and families, not only those served by Children’s Division. How a person meets their needs in each domain may look different depending on family culture, economic status, caregivers’ capacities and family structure to name a few. When moving forward in one domain creates problems in another domain, having wellbeing means that families have enough in place so that they can balance tradeoffs.

Trauma is a common thread for children and families involved with Children’s Division. It interrupts wellbeing and also creates significant barriers to increasing wellbeing. Being trauma informed is also foundational to Children’s Division work. Trauma impacts children and families in a multitude of ways. For example, children who have been exposed to high levels of trauma may have changes in their brain structures and functioning that limit the capacities of their brain in the areas of learning, attachment, or emotional and behavioral regulation because their brain’s energy is focused on survival or safety functions. Not only can current trauma impact an individual’s or family’s approach to relationships and the world, but historical and intergenerational trauma continues to impact this. However, trauma doesn’t have to control a person’s future. For child welfare services to actually help families where there has been trauma, we need to attend to the five core principles of Trauma Informed Care:

- **Safety**: Ensuring physical and emotional safety
- **Trustworthiness**: Maximizing trustworthiness, making tasks clear and maintaining appropriate boundaries
- **Choice**: Prioritizing developmentally appropriate choice and control for children, youth, families and adults
- **Collaboration**: Maximizing collaboration and sharing of power with children, youth, families, and adults
- **Empowerment**: Prioritizing child, youth, family and adult empowerment and skill-building

Child welfare staff need to be able to engage parents and children to understand their history, perceptions and needs, and to be active partners in their plan and future, recognizing that engagement may be influenced by a person’s trauma history.

This document was created to help integrate the two foundational pieces of Children’s Division as we help keep children and families safe and healthy. Through these actions we can help children and families take new, meaningful and lasting steps within an environment of emotional and physical safety.

*The quotes throughout this document are taken from IN THEIR OWN WORDS: Trauma Survivors and Professionals They Trust Tell What Hurts, What Helps and What Is Needed for Trauma Services, Maine Trauma Advisory Group, Ed. by Ann Jennings, Ph.D. and Ruth Ralph, Ph.D, 1997. A link to the document can be found at www.TheAnnaInstitute.org*
SOCIAL CONNECTEDNESS

Our drive to feel connected to people and groups is very strong. Wellbeing requires we feel we have:

• Relationships where we can give and get information, emotional support, material aid
• Places and groups where we feel a sense of belonging: where we are valued and that help us grow

Trauma impacts social connectedness. Science tells us that trauma can impact an individual’s relational capacity. For example:

• People with trauma histories may have little trust in people in general and specifically, may not trust anyone with authority.
• A trauma history may lead to an individual’s becoming overly reliant on others, which impacts choices in their relationships.
• People with trauma histories may feel shame and stigma that inhibits their sense of belonging or leads them to feel unlovable.
• Trauma can impact a person’s ability to accurately identify and respond to social cues.
• The models people experience as children for how relationships “work” often determine their expectations for future relationships. For example, a person who grew up in a home with domestic violence may, in adulthood, experience the same relational pattern.
• Social isolation is a risk factor for many problems, including maternal depression and child abuse and neglect. Trauma survivors may face additional challenges in addressing social isolation if they feel they do not deserve relationships or have challenges navigating relationships.
• Trauma affects people’s experiences of power—they can lose all power in relationships and can be afraid of the consequences of asserting themselves. Power can be seen as always negative.

“Establish some relationship and trust before asking questions.”

“A chance to contribute to the community is helpful…”

“Being a survivor is feeling isolated, not daring to share that part of my life (trauma) with people for fear of being rejected, feeling defective, feeling powerless, lack of understanding from professionals that whatever behaviors we took on was our way of calling for help even if it doesn’t fit society’s view of what is ‘normal’ behavior.”

A trauma informed pathway to social connectedness includes:

Approaching our relationships with an emphasis on honesty, trustworthiness and collaboration:

• Intentionally building trust with the family and children by being genuine, responsive, reliable and honest.
• Only making commitments/promises that we are positive we can meet—making promises that we cannot keep, even with the best intentions, can feel like a violation.
• Asking for someone’s opinion to signal that they have value, their perspective matters and they have information that is important.
• Being aware that trauma can change how people read social cues and make them very responsive to perceived anger or frustration (if that was a signal for danger in their earlier relationship) and adjusting our interactions.
• Recognizing how our own histories of trauma, if we have them, influence how we perceive power, relationships and belonging.
• Recognizing that making new friends or finding additional places of belonging is hard even for people who aren’t trauma survivors, so trauma survivors may need additional help and support (e.g., going with someone to an event or finding a buddy).

**Understanding and honoring as much as possible how children and families meet their needs for social connectedness:**

• Recognizing that existing relationships serve a purpose and to change these, if necessary, we must still meet the need in an emotionally and physically safe context.

• Shifting our perspective in understanding the role certain people or relationships play in meeting the child’s or family’s needs and not placing immediate restrictions.

• Being aware that someone we see as an abusive partner, parent, pimp or trafficker may be an important social connection to a child or other family member.

• Beginning where the child or family is in their relationships and assist them through development of a safe relationship with us to build the same with others.

• Making sure that our relationship with a family is not a stand-in for other social connections.

• Being aware of how a child or family meets their need for belonging.

• Being aware of who a child and family relies on and who relies on them—even if these are relationships we do not think are healthy.

• Be aware of relationships beyond immediate family or really strong ties. Is there a neighbor, teacher, store clerk or someone else who cares for a child or a parent?

**Being aware of the cost of change:**

• Helping families identify the costs and barriers to creating social connections and providing real support in addressing them.

• Being sensitive to the tradeoffs a family may have to make for these changes and help them weigh and manage those tradeoffs.

• Recognizing that making new friends or trying new relational patterns may bring up old feelings of worthlessness or shame.

• Assisting them in managing the anxiety engaging in new relationships may bring. For example, children may be reluctant to develop new connections as in their experience, it will likely lead to another loss down the road.

• Knowing that simply expecting people to start trusting others or to change their patterns of relationships is not realistic.

**Being careful not to add new trauma:**

• Recognizing that removing a child from a family may be necessary for safety, but needs to be done in a way that doesn’t take away assets in other domains when we’re also taking away a relationship (for example, if a child must be removed from a family, making sure anchors are kept in place for that child—see stability).

• Being careful not to talk about biological parents in ways that make a child feel they have to pick between loyalty to their family or loyalty to foster parents or CD.

• Paying extra attention to situations that may feel like loss to a child in foster care (e.g., a resource family going on vacation and leaving the child in foster care behind.)

• Helping people to feel cared for, even when they are imperfect, is part of helping them heal. Trauma survivors may have been punished for not being perfect; allowing them to make mistakes and helping them grow from mistakes is important.
STABILITY

In order to feel comfortable making change, we need some things in our life to feel certain and unchanging. Wellbeing requires we feel we have:

- Anchors, which are small routines or habits that we do on a daily or weekly basis that help us establish predictability and help our brains mark time, provide daily or weekly predictability. (For example, a person might always check the news online in the morning, or change from work clothes to jeans right after work. If the internet is down, or if something happens right when the person gets home so they can’t change clothes, they’ll feel “off” and unsettled)
- Things or places that feel familiar to us
- Enough slack in our lives so small hiccups don’t snowball into huge problems

Trauma impacts stability:

- When we know what to expect, we then feel better prepared or more empowered to handle that situation, decreasing our anxiety. Trauma affects a person’s sense of predictability. For example, a child may spill milk one day and his parent is helpful in cleaning it up, but the next day the child might be beaten by the same parent for the same kind of spill. Within the framework of trauma we often talk about predictability and sharing of information as a way to decrease a person’s anxiety and increase their sense of safety.
- Surviving trauma often means having very specific routines to create safety. For example, a child might need to check multiple times to make sure that all the lights in his room are off when he leaves the house because he had been hurt for leaving lights on the past. We must recognize the importance of these practices even if they may seem trivial to us as they may allow the individual/family to get through the day.
- For many people, missing an anchor feels unsettling. For a trauma survivor, it can feel dangerous, so their reactions to missing an anchor can be even more heightened.
- For children, disrupting school, being exposed to their perpetrator, meeting new people and/or changes in placement can all challenge a child’s sense of stability either by changing important routines or by introducing unhelpful uncertainty and surprises instead of needed predictability.
- Trauma survivors often have excellent mechanisms for assessing when one small hiccup is going to snowball into a huge problem. This can look like “hyper vigilance” when a person is no longer being traumatized, but it has been important for keeping things stable in other circumstances.

“There needs to be consistency. People should know what will happen, what they need to do…”

A trauma informed pathway to stability includes:

Increasing predictability and minimizing surprises:

- Openly sharing all information and helping to prepare the child and/or family for every new event, activity or change. This would include fully preparing them for court hearings and meetings.
- Working with biological and resource parents on the importance of predictability in children’s lives, and helping parents think about where they can create predictability even when there is chaos.
- Only using “unannounced visits” when absolutely necessary.

Understanding and honoring as much as possible how children and families meet their needs for stability:

- Being aware when a child is placed in another home what his or her anchors are and what feels familiar, and working with the resource parents to keep these in place during transition. For example,
if a child always slept on the floor in a corner, he may need to do that for a while until he feels other things are predictable enough to try a new sleeping arrangement.

- Being aware that routines of staying safe may become anchors, and we need to be careful of disrupting these for children and adults.
- Identifying where a family’s patterns are, even if they are patterns that are dangerous or destructive.
- Recognizing that biological parents have important information about stability, even if they can’t keep their children safe. Asking a biological parent about anchors and routines, and communicating this to placement providers can be valuable.

**Being aware of the cost of change:**

- Talking with families about what it will take for them to participate in new events, as the habits and patterns (anchors) that have provided a sense of stability may interfere with their participation.
- Addressing what they have to change or give up and the ripple effects that may cause. Such issues as transportation, childcare and time-off from work for parents may disrupt their tenuous level of stability.
- Breaking things down into really small, manageable steps that don’t lead people to fear a negative “snowballing” effect or things getting out of control.
- Asking children and parents about what has happened when they’ve made changes in the past and being aware of whether change has come to mean danger.
- Knowing that change for children and families means breaking patterns, which means disrupting what is familiar and reducing stability. For families who have little stability, this can feel impossible or dangerous, unless we help buffer them and create more familiarity within the change.
- Being aware that we can be experienced as the person/system forcing changes in patterns that are scary and hard.

**Being careful not to add new trauma:**

- Supporting change by keeping as many anchors and as much predictability as possible during change. For example, making sure that a child being put into placement has his or her security blanket, toy or other items that feel familiar and safe, and documenting these for other caretakers and workers.
- Helping people name what is staying the same when a lot is changing.
- Recognizing the cascading changes that happen when a child transitions from placement to placement, and making it more likely that a placement will “stick” by minimizing surprises.
- Focusing on providing detailed information to placement providers, and discussing how needs will be met prior to placing the child.
SAFETY

We experience safety in very personal and individual ways. Wellbeing requires that we feel we have places and relationships where we can be true to our core identities without physical or emotional danger, harm or humiliation.

Trauma impacts safety:

- To be open and honest with someone without feeling judged is a major issue for everyone. For families involved in the child welfare system, a perception of being judged negatively is frequently present whether they were the perpetrator or unable to provide for their child’s safety.
- An individual’s trauma history can directly impact their feelings of safety with others and within their environment.
- When people do not feel safe, this raises their anxiety, which creates a physical reaction that can lead to being behaviorally or emotionally dysregulated or out of control. People acting from a place of fear will often make decisions that they wouldn’t make if they were calmer.
- Trauma survivors often feel that their core identities is what made them unsafe and as a result, feel very conflicted (e.g., someone who was targeted for bullying because of race or sexual orientation).
- Trauma survivors may have strong reactions to people in positions of authority and power. If they don’t have models of the appropriate, safe and supportive use of power, they may have difficulty experiencing power positively.
- We must intentionally work to create a safe relationship and safe spaces for the family and children to try new things and progress.
- Children who are exposed to trauma from a very young age can become particularly attuned to changes in adults’ moods.

“You can need help, and be afraid to ask for it.”

A trauma informed pathway to safety includes:

Recognizing that what is safe for one person may not be safe for another:

- Signaling our openness and appreciation of different cultures and identities in recognition that someone may have been targeted in the past for a core part of their identity (e.g., an adolescent who is gay).
- Intentionally exploring LGBTQ issues and attitudes among resource parents, particularly those who foster adolescents. Adolescents who are LGBTQ or are questioning their sexuality should be placed in a family and in a community where it is safe to have that identity. This is not limited to LGBTQ issues but other issues such as race, spirituality, ethnicity, etc.
- Being curious, not judgmental, when someone expresses that they feel more or less safe than we feel is warranted.
- Knowing that people with lived experience of trauma may have individualized triggers or reminders of past trauma that others may not recognize as a threat to safety. For example, being lightly touched on the shoulder or other “neutral” body part may lead to responses that others see as out of proportion to any threat.

Understanding and honoring as much as possible how children and families meet their needs for safety:

- Recognizing that what may be seen as a negative behavior may actually be the person’s way of regaining a sense of safety (e.g., drug usage, failure to attend to basic personal hygiene, etc.). If we attempt to prohibit these behaviors without understanding the role each plays and without giving the
person an alternative to address their anxiety or fears related to safety, we and the child or family will not be successful.

- Recognizing that what seems an overreaction or “hyper-vigilance” may be behavior that kept a person safe, even alive, and that giving that up may feel too dangerous.
- Asking ourselves or the child and family what made them feel unsafe and what they do to feel safe.
- Recognizing that to some people, maintaining a sense of a lack of safety is what keeps them safe—if we don’t let our defenses down, we cannot be hurt.
- Exploring boundary issues with the placement provider and child prior to placement, seeing it as the norm for all and not specific to the child (how affection is shown, use of bathroom, sleeping arrangement, privacy).
- Allowing parents and children to pick where they sit at a table or a meeting so that they have more control and choice and can see the door or be near the door if that’s important to their feeling safe.

**Being aware of the cost of change:**

- Understanding trigger responses as part of how people meet their need for safety. Even if trigger responses cause problems, giving them up may be very hard and feel very unsafe until a person feels more generally safe. For example, a person may use drugs so that she can sleep without nightmares, even if the drug use is causing other problems, because for her, it’s preferable to nightmares or flashbacks.
- Working to help children feel safer during change. Sometimes, the actions we take to increase a child’s safety, such as placement in out of home care, can lead to a child’s feeling unsafe (e.g., the child’s religion isn’t respected in the resource family or the child is the only person of color in the community) and dysregulated. Addressing these issues is important.
- Working with resource parents to understand how a child felt safe and if that isn’t appropriate in the resource family’s home, a plan for transitioning from using that safety strategy into using another safety strategy, rather than having a requirement that the child just give up the safety strategy or change the behavior immediately.

**Being careful not to add new trauma:**

- Being particularly aware of “broadcasting” our mood—if we’re annoyed about something in the office, being clear with the child that we’re not annoyed with her.
- Remembering how much language and labels matter—a child who overhears his mother referred to as a “dope-fiend” may not feel safe disclosing information about his family and may feel abandoned all over again if he overhears her discussed as a “mother who picks drugs over her kids.” Remaining neutral (a “mom who is struggling with addiction”) is important.
- Recognizing not only the child’s safety, but also how the child is focused on others’ safety. For example, an older sibling may have kept younger siblings safe in a violent home. If these children are placed into care separately, all siblings, including the caretaking sibling, may experience tremendous anxiety and the caretaking sibling may worry about the sibling(s) who were being protected. Keeping these siblings together may be essential for a sense of safety.
- Being very mindful and intentional in helping parents cope with the reality when their child has been sexually assaulted or abused. Many parents who learn their child has been sexually abused or assaulted have very strong feelings and need support and help parenting their child moving forward.
MASTERY

We all seek to have an impact on other people, our lives and our environment: a sense that “if I do something, something else will change because I acted (or chose not to act).” Wellbeing requires we feel we have:

- Experiences of self-efficacy and a sense of empowerment
- Some control and choice over our lives and decisions
- The ability to improve at something that matters to us and is recognized by others, through practice and perseverance

Trauma impacts mastery:

- Individuals with trauma histories often feel helpless and/or hopeless. They may have been or perhaps still are in relationships or situations that did not allow them to build a sense of mastery because they had little control or choice. For the most part there were “forces” beyond their control that did harm, whether that was another person or a natural disaster, war, crime victimization, etc.
- When they haven’t felt a sense of control and choice, trauma survivors may create opportunities to have control and choice. For example, some people who were sexually or physically abused as children may develop eating disorders partially to feel some control over their bodies.
- Trauma impacts people’s ability to cope with anxiety and extreme stress, and some people harm themselves through cutting or other practices to re-center themselves and feel a sense of control over their thoughts and to release anxiety.
- Trauma survivors may be particularly sensitive to situations where they feel like they have no control or choice. They may feel cornered, or without options, and may react strongly to try to regain some sense of control or choice.
- Even after a trauma has happened, intrusive thoughts, rages, flashbacks or other strong feelings may make a person feel unable to control his or her emotions or actions. A key function in addressing trauma is to help the person gain the skills and feel empowered to manage their emotions, behaviors, relationships and environments.
- Mastery requires practice and sometimes false starts, but a trauma survivor may have been punished or hurt for making mistakes in the past and may feel afraid to take risks necessary for change.
- Some trauma survivors experience mastery in coping with overwhelming feelings of pain or fear. These coping mechanisms may have helped in past or even current experiences but may create significant tradeoffs or be counterproductive in other situations.

“A was treated like I was hopeless.”

“Sometimes they do for the client what the client can do for themselves.”

“It hurts to have providers making decisions for instead of with clients.”

A trauma informed pathway to mastery includes:

Helping a person feel control and choice as much as possible, and being prescriptive only when absolutely necessary:

- Collaborating with someone to set and achieve goals, rather than just setting goals for them.
- Providing practical support to children and families in helping them achieve their goals and cope with setbacks, not just telling them what they need to do, and recognizing that there may be many false starts or relapses.
• Helping a person who feels they have no options identify if there are, in fact, options, even if they choose not to take them.
• Teaching older youth to facilitate their own Family Support Team meeting.
• Remembering that mastery requires practice, and helping trauma survivors see where they’ve made progress even if there is still a long way to go. To develop adaptive mastery in diverse situations, the person must learn in an emotionally and physically safe environment, one in which there is no judgment or irreversible repercussions.
• Teaching people how to think through choices and tradeoffs while they still have a supportive safety net.
• It may be necessary to work with other systems a family is involved with to help the workers in those systems also think through and understand the tradeoffs a family is facing.
• Understanding the child’s emotional maturity may not match their cognitive, physical or chronological level, so we can understand what level of mastery is appropriate.
• Supporting children and teens in getting involved in extracurricular activities and celebrating their progress, not just their successes.
• Breaking down service plans into smaller pieces so people see themselves making progress.
• Having a deeper understanding of a person’s needs and not assuming a service will increase mastery. We may believe that a parent needs a parenting class, but learning parenting skills may not be the issue. Rather, being stressed and overwhelmed may be the underlying issue and engagement in a support group, Parent Café or even social events may be what are needed.
• Helping the child identify and access extracurricular activities that matter to them and where they can be coached and supported in working at something to get better can enhance their skills and experiences of mastery.

**Being aware of the cost of change:**

• Helping people obtain new, adaptive skills for coping before they let go of old ones. For example, if a person is self-medicating through the use of alcohol or drugs, if we want them to change we must understand the role the drug use serves and assist in developing and using a new adaptive skill.
• Helping people prepare for situations where they may have less control and choice, such as a court hearing.
• Realizing that the behavior we need a parent to change may be how they meet their need for mastery (for example, playing online video games all day or selling drugs) and that we need to help them find other ways of meeting their need for mastery if they are going to change. Improving their parenting may not meet that need, although it’s necessary they do so.

**Being careful not to add more trauma:**

• Giving children options when possible (e.g., asking a small child, “Would you like me to carry you or would you like to walk holding my hand?”) can help us avoid triggers around touch and increase choice.
• Recognizing that adolescents’ behavior can be driven by a sense of mastery and some boundary pushing is normal and appropriate. Trauma survivors may take risks to find mastery that are particularly unsafe, and we work with them on changing that behavior rather than assuming, for example, that a placement should be changed because a child stayed out after curfew.
Meaningful Access to Relevant Resources

We all need basic things like food and shelter, and we may also have needs specific to us, such as childcare, playgrounds for children, etc. Wellbeing requires we feel we have some self-determination of what resources meet these needs (what’s relevant). Additionally, the resource needs to exist and be within our means (financially), and be accessible without shame or significant hardship or danger.

This domain is defined using the specific terms of meaningful and relevant. Meaningful access goes beyond simply the presence of a resource, hours of operation and affordability. It must be a safe and welcoming environment where a person is treated with respect and understanding. To be relevant, the service must actually meet the person where they are and meet the real needs identified.

Trauma impacts what resources are relevant and whether access is meaningful:

- A trauma survivor may find the layout of a building (hard to find exits, etc.) unsafe, even if by traditional fire codes and other standards it is safe. The trauma survivor wouldn’t feel safe accessing resources in the building, so access isn’t meaningful.
- Trauma survivors can be triggered by smells, tastes, sights, sounds and other things people who aren’t trauma survivors might not notice or only find annoying.

“I have no transportation to get to groups.”
“I work full time and have insurance, but it doesn’t cover enough of the therapy.”

A trauma informed pathway to meaningful access to relevant resources includes:

**Working to make access meaningful:**

- Accompanying or helping parents find people in their social networks to accompany them to appointments, shopping for food or other things that they don’t feel safe to do on their own.
- Helping parents negotiate IEPs and other situations regarding children where power is an issue.
- Requesting, accepting and validating the child’s or family’s experience with the resource.

**Recognizing the cost of change:**

- Being aware of competing demands and priorities: what doesn’t get done or paid for if we ask people to spend time or money on something. For example, knowing that the regular times for parent-teacher conference might mean a parent has to miss work which might create problems at work, so finding a time to meet that is outside of the parents’ working hours.
- Understanding the tradeoffs a parent was balancing in not addressing children’s access issues. For example, if parents’ sending their 12-year to school means no one is home to babysit their toddler while the parents are at work, they need help accessing child care for the toddler.

**Being careful not to add more trauma:**

- Not shaming someone for being afraid to access a resource because of their trauma response.
- Taking people’s triggers seriously and not labeling them as excuses, and then helping people when possible find alternatives.
- Being knowledgeable about and having relationships with services we refer to in order to assure the quality of the services that are helping people access resources. Making a referral or recommendation without knowing the service undermines trust and collaboration. We should assess and assure a provider’s knowledge related to trauma and the cultural needs.